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Advice to contributors
Communications This journal exists to publish work on all
aspects of rheumatology and disorders ofconnective tissue.
Laboratory as well as clinical studies are welcome. In
addition brief communications, for example reports of
single cases, will be printed if of exceptional interest.
Papers, which will be accepted on the understanding
that they have not been and will not be published elsewhere and are subject to editorial revision, shouid be
addressed to The Editor, Annals ofthe Rheumatic Diseases,
Kennedy Institute of Rheumatology, Bute Gardens,
London W6 7DW. Each author must sign the covering
letter as evidence of consent to publication.
Two copies should be supplied, one a typed top
copy. Authors requiring acknowledgement of papers submitted should enclose a stamped addressed postcard or,
if overseas, an international reply paid coupon.
Articles must be typewritten on one side of the paper
only, in double spacing with ample margins. Only
recognised abbreviations should be used.
Tables should be presented on separate sheets apart
from the text.
SI units The units in which the work was done will appear
first with the other units, i.e. SI or traditional units, appearing after in parentheses. With regard to tables and figures,
a conversion factor should be given as a footnote.
References In accordance with the Vancouver agreement
references, which must be typed doubled spaced, are cited
by the numerical system.
A paper (or book) cited in the text is referred to there
by a superscript number. In the list of references the
papers (or books) appear in the numerical order in
which they are first cited in the text, not in alphabetical
order by authors' names. For convenience in preparing
the typescript the reference number may be typed
between parentheses on the line, not superscript. The
titles of journals are abbreviated in accordance with the
style of Index Medicus. In the typescript they should
either be abbreviated in that style or given in full. Three
examples follow:
Green A B, Brown C D Grey E F. A new method
of measuring the blood glucose. Ann Rheum Dis
1980; 64: 27-9.
Green A B, Brown C D. Textbook of Medicine.
London: Silver Books, 1980.
Grey E F. Diseases of the pancreas. In: Green A B,
Brown C D, eds. Textbook of Medicine. London:
Silver Books, 1980: 349-62.
References will not be checked in the editorial office.
Responsibility for their accuracy and completeness lies
with the author.
Illustrations These should be marked on the back with
the author's name, numbered, and the top edge indicated.
Separate illustrations should be separately numbered.
Only illustrations appearing together in the same block

should bear the same number and separate lettering la, Ib,
I c, etc. Such letters, together with arrows or other symbols,
must be inserted by the author on the illustration (not
on superimposed paper). Photographs should be on
glossy paper. Radiographs should be submitted as prints
suitable for reproduction. Line drawings should be in
black ink on white paper or card and have lettering
large enough to be clear when reduced on the page.
Legends to illustrations should be typed in double spacing
on a separate sheet and those for photomicrographs
should include magnification.
Tables Each table should be on a separate sheet, have a
heading, and contain no vertical rules.
Proofs Contributors will receiveoNE proof, and should read
it carefully for printers' errors. Alterations to the original
text should be kept to a minimum and may be charged to
the author.
Reprints 25 reprints will be supplied free of charge.
Additional reprints may be ordered from the Publishing
Manager when the proofs are returned.
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440 Book reviews
references to the first 6 chapters only 10 are more recent
than 1972. Throughout the book, in fact, there has been no
real attempt to provide an up-to-date summary of modem
literature. In making this gloomy comment, I was, perhaps,
influenced by my discovery that Gray's Anatomy had been
wrongly quoted, in an obsolete edition, on p. 5.
In a book where so much engineering theory rests upon
anatomical understanding greater attention should have
been given to the accuracy and value of the many line
diagrams. The human skeleton (p. 2) is a skimpy affair of
whom 'man's designer' (editors' introduction) might have
been ashamed. The bones of the hand (p. 98) are carefully
labelled, those of the foot (p. 82) are not. The interphalangeal joint (p. 99) is difficult to comprehend. Similar
inconsistencies within chapters relate to the labelling of
figures, so that whereas (Fig. 17.7) some structures can be

placed in perspective, many others, such as Fig. 17.5, have
no scale indicated.
Deliberately, the Leeds viewpoint is presented. The
reader may be saddened that the biochemical work of Muir
and her colleagues is not mentioned in the discussion of the
chemistry of cartilage, just as the surgical experiments of
Freeman and Swanson are not indexed in the chapter on
total knee replacement.
Notwithstanding these criticisms the book fulfils its principal purpose. I trust it will proceed to a further edition in
which more account can be taken of contemporary research.
In the meantime it is a monument to the signal and pioneering efforts of the Leeds group to advance knowledge of this
important subject with its attendant clinical problems.
D. L. GARDNER

Notes
Coming events
22-27 August. XVI International Congress of Internal
Medicine: Prague, Czechoslovakia.
3-5 September. International Skeletal Societyrefresher course on bone and joint disease: San Francisco,
California, USA.
11 September. 'Joint management': a symposium for
rheumatologists and orthopaedic surgeons: London.
23-24 September. Joint Annual Provincial Meeting: the
Heberden Society/BARR/Royal Society of Medicine (Section of Rheumatology and Rehabilitation)/Irish Society of
Rheumatology: Cambridge.
4-7 October. V Latin Congress of Rheumatology: Florence, Italy.
15 October. ARC Symposium 'The consultant's role in
rheumatological education of GPs' (by invitation only):
Charing Cross Hospital Medical School, London.
11-12 November. The Heberden Society-Annual
Meeting and Oration: Queen Elizabeth Hall, South Bank,
London.
26 June-I July 1983. X European Congress of
Rheumatology: Moscow, USSR.
A complete list of rheumatological meetings and courses
in the UK is published in January and July of each year in
the BLAR Newsletter, a copy of which is available from the
Arthritis and Rheumatism Council, 41 Eagle Street, London WC1R 4AR.

British Connective Tissue Society
The British Connective Tissue Society was recently
formed by the amalgamation of the former Collagen Club

and Mucopolysaccharide Club. The new society aims to
assist the scientific study of connective tissues and to provide a forum for research in this country. It is a registered
charity and a member of the Biological Council. The
society organises 2 meetings each year, and the next will
be at the University of Southampton on 23-24 September
1982. The theme of this meeting will be 'Biological function and physical properties of connective tissues.' In
addition to main sessions there will also be free communications and poster presentations. A future meeting on
'Cell-matrix interactions' is also planned for 21-22 April
1983 at St George's Hospital Medical School, London.
Membership of the Society is £5 p.a. Further details may
be obtained from the Secretary, Dr T. E. Hardingham,
Kennedy Institute of Rheumatology, Bute Gardens,
London W6 7DW (tel. 01-748 9966).

Meeting in honour of Professor
Eric Bywaters
An afternoon clinical meeting is planned for 10 November
1982 in the Rheumatology Unit, Royal Postgraduate Medical School, Hammersmith Hospital, London, in honour of
Professor E. G. L. Bywaters. As the meeting is to be held on
the day before the annual meeting of the Heberden Society,
it is hoped that a number of visiting overseas colleagues
might be able to attend. All those who have at any time
worked for Professor Bywaters are welcome to attend and
are asked to write to Dr Graham R. V. Hughes, Hammersmith Hospital, Du Cane Road, London W12 OHS.

